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Abstract 

The mechanism of the increase in ductility in bulk metallic glass matrix composites 

(BMGMCs) over monolithic bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) is to date little understood, 

primarily because the interplay between dislocations in the crystalline phase and shear bands 

in the glass could neither be imaged nor modeled in a validated way. To overcome this 

roadblock, we show that shear bands can be imaged in three dimensions by atom probe 

tomography from density variations in the reconstructed atomic density, which density-

functional theory suggests being a local-work function effect. Imaging of near-interface shear 
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bands in Ti48Zr20V12Cu5Be15 BMGMC permits measurement of their composition, thickness, 

branching, and interactions with the dendrite interface. These results confirm that shear bands 

here nucleate from stress concentrations in the glass due to intense, localized plastic 

deformation in the dendrites rather than intrinsic structural inhomogeneities.  
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Bulk metallic glass matrix composites combine the structure and properties of two different 

phases: a metallic glass phase and a crystalline phase, making them both strong and ductile. 

How can we better design these materials so they deform without breaking is the key 

question of this paper, which we address by imaging locally the regions where the material 

has deformed. Because of the complex arrangement of the two phases, we use an imaging 

technique (atom probe tomography) that provides 3D spatial information and we are able to 

reveal local deformation at the atomic scale, which we support and confirm using modeling.   

 

 

Introduction 

Bulk metallic glass materials combine a very high yield strength with the ability to be 

intricately formed into net shape components using relatively low temperature forging above 

the material’s glass transition temperature. However, at temperatures below the glass 

transition, BMGs frequently display very limited ductility and catastrophic failure due to the 
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propagation of shear bands, which are zones with strongly localized deformation. To improve 

ductility, BMGMCs have been proposed where a crystalline dendritic network can 

redistribute load through dislocation slip (Hays 2000). While on the macroscopic level, there 

is agreement that the crystalline phase blocks the long-range propagation of shear bands and 

thus preempts catastrophic failure in BMGMCs, their formation, propagation, and 

interactions with the reinforcing crystalline phase remain under discussion (Chen 2012; Chen 

2013; Jeon 2013; Zhang 2014), making targeted improvement of BMGMC alloys very 

difficult.  

Arguably, the largest uncertainties exist concerning the formation processes of shear bands in 

BMGMCs. While shear bands are often found to originate from structural flaws such as voids 

or surface features, which act as stress concentrations, their formation in monolithic glasses is 

typically discussed in terms of local inhomogeneities on the level of the ambiguously defined 

shear transformation zones (STZ) (Argon 1979). For BMGMCs, no fundamentally different 

nucleation mechanism is assumed, and the interplay between deformation mechanisms in the 

crystalline dendrites and shear band formation in the glass matrix that can lead to large 

ductility, such as observed for Ti48Zr20V12Cu5Be15 BMGMC, is little understood.  

Also, shear bands usually appear as a change in the local free volume, which is defined as the 

volume in excess of an ideal amorphous structure. At times, the structural changes in shear 

bands are so severe that crystalline phases (Jiang 2006) or nanovoids (Li 2002) have been 

observed following deformation. While changes in local free volume in shear bands is little 

disputed in the current literature, large discrepancies exist about their magnitude. 

Traditionally, localization of strain in shear bands has been associated with increased free 

volume, or equivalently lower density. This increase ranges from small changes of 1-2% 

measured with nanobeam diffraction (Chen 2009) to changes as large as 11% suggested by 
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transmission electron microscopy imaging (Donovan 1981). To add even larger spread, 

recent high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM) work reported a decrease in free volume within shear bands (Shao 2013) with a 

range of density changes from –10% to + 6.3% (Rösner 2014). The variations are currently 

unexplained, with possible reasons ranging from stick-slip like shearing in shear bands to 

artifacts related to the 2D projection in Z-contrast imaging.  

In order to clarify the nature of shear bands, we apply a three-dimensional imaging method 

based on atom probe tomography (APT), which in combination with STEM imaging and 

modeling on both atomic and continuum scales gives new key insights into the deformation 

mechanisms and interplay between the crystalline and glass phases in BMGMCs.  

Experimental methods and results 

A Ti48Zr20V12Cu5Be15 glass composite was arc melted under vacuum and rapidly chilled in a 

water-cooled copper mold.  The sample was machined into a tension test sample and pulled 

in tension until failure, resulting in a highly deformed necked region with a high density of 

shear bands.  

Samples for atom probe tomography and transmission electron microscopy were 

prepared using a FEI Helios Nanolab 650 DualBeam FIB (FEI, Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands). TEM samples were analyzed using a JEOL (Peabody, MA, USA) 

2100F TEM/STEM equipped with a spherical aberration corrector at 200 kV 

accelerating voltage.  Images were recorded in STEM mode with high angle annular 

dark field (HAADF) detectors and were analyzed using ImageJ (Schneider 2012). 

APT samples were analyzed using a Cameca (Madison, WI, USA) LEAP 4000X HR 

atom probe instrument operated in laser pulsed mode.  The samples were field 

evaporated at 25 K using 10 pJ laser pulse energy and 250 kHz pulse repetition rate, 
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with a nominal detection rate of 0.5%.  Reconstruction and visualization were 

performed using the Cameca software IVAS 3.6.  Sample geometry was measured 

before and after APT, and was used to calculate the evaporation field and image 

compression factor (ICF) needed for the data reconstruction algorithm. Typical 

values were 42 V/nm for the field strength and ICFs ranging from 1.4 to 1.7. Local 

densities are calculated from counting the number of ions within a sphere of fixed 

radius centered on each individual ion. The choice of the radius requires a tradeoff 

between statistical uncertainty in the local density from too small a radius and loss of 

spatial resolution from a radius that is too large. A value of 1.0 nm was used for this 

analysis. The shear bands were then imaged using the reconstructed atomic density. 

Our APT method is based on density variations, which were first analyzed with HAADF 

STEM imaging in order to define the density range present. In Figure 1, the shear bands, 

which were aligned parallel to the electron beam, are clearly discernible in the amorphous 

matrix, appearing darker than the surrounding matrix. This is consistent with a slight 

reduction in density (or increase in free volume) in the shear bands compared to the 

surrounding matrix (Rösner 2014). Measurements of relative intensity changes across the 

shear bands suggest an average density change of –3% ± 1% using the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the density plot to determine the limits, over a gradient of  ~3 nm, 

while no decrease in free volume was found.  

The deformed structures analyzed by APT reveal shear band regions with higher 

reconstructed atomic density, in contrast to the HAADF results, which makes them visible in 

Figure 2. The shear bands are observed in the glass matrix and also near and intersecting the 

dendrite interface.  The thickness of the individual shear bands ranges from 3.4 to 10 nm, 

with an average thickness (or FWHM of the density peak) of 6  1.5 nm. This can be 
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compared to known characteristic shear band thickness of ~10 nm (Zhang 2006). No 

detectable chemistry change was measured through 1D concentration analysis perpendicular 

to the band (Figure 2(b)), which is consistent with previous APT studies (Chen 2009; Guo 

2014). In addition, no evidence of local chemical clustering was detected. Quantitatively, the 

shear band regions exhibit an average reconstructed atomic density increase of 20 % ranging 

from 7% to 60 % (Figure 2(c)).  

Modeling 

To understand the apparent contradiction between the shear band densities observed by APT 

and HAADF, we examined the dependence of the evaporation field on the density of the 

sample using density-functional theory (DFT) calculations using within the image-hump 

model (Müller 1956). Although the underlying model has been criticized (Miller 2014) and 

does not produce correct escape distances (Yao 2015), previous DFT work has suggested that 

it agrees with field-dependent calculations for Al in the evaporation regime rather well 

(Sanchez 2004). Within the image-hump model (Müller 1956), the evaporation field in the 

low-temperature limit is given by  

 F0

n+ = 4p (ne)-3 Qn+
0( )

2

, (1) 

where ne is the escape charge and Qn+
0  is a thermodynamic term given by

 Qn+
0 =Hb + In+ -nf  

, 

which can be calculated from the binding enthalpy of the (neutral) atom Hb , its ionization 

energy from charge 0 to n+, In+, and the local work function  (Smith 1930). The neutral-

atom binding energy was calculated as the enthalpy (H = Etot + pV) difference between the 

perfect surface with an isolated atom in the center of the vacuum layer and the perfect surface 

with an adatom on the hollow site. We used the DFT code VASP (Kresse 1994) with PAW 

potentials within PW-91 spin-resolved GGA (Perdew 1992) with 240 eV cutoff energy. Work 
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function and neutral-atom binding energy are calculated with 3x3x3 supercells of the 

conventional fcc unit cell with 108 atoms, a 1.5 nm vacuum and relaxed (100) surfaces with 

4x4x1 k-point Brillouin zone sampling. The entire structure was scaled isotropically to 

examine different densities that were calculated from the in-plane lattice constants. The work 

function was calculated from the difference between the calculated electrostatic potential in 

the center of the vacuum and the calculated Fermi energy and is 4.23 eV for the relaxed cell, 

very close to the experimental value of 4.24 eV. The ionization energy is calculated from the 

energy difference between neutral and charged atoms in vacuum for different simulation cell 

sizes a between 15 and 3.0 nm side length and extrapolated to infinity by fitting E(a) = E – 

E’/a. It is found to be 6.04 eV for Al
+
 and 24.87 eV for Al

++
, in good agreement with 

experimental values of 5.99 and 24.81 eV (Lide 2003). For the relaxed structure, we find 

binding energies Q1

0  = 4.9 eV and Q2

0  = 19.4 eV, resulting in zero-temperature evaporation 

fields Fo
1  = 17 V/nm and Fo

2  = 33 V/nm, in good agreement with previously calculated 

values of 19 and 35 V/nm, respectively (Tsong 1978).  

Significantly decreasing computational uncertainties and cost by substituting a BMG 

structure with an isolated adatom on an Al surface, allows us then to derive a scaling law for 

the change in evaporation field with density. The simulation cell was scaled isotropically and 

its density was calculated from the in-plane lattice constants.  Figure 3 shows the results for 

relative changes in heat of evaporation (sum of total energy of evaporation plus pV term for 

the bulk of the slab), work function, and resulting activation energy as a function of atom 

density relative to the minimum-energy density at 62.03 atoms/nm
3
. Note that the ionization 

energy of the ion is independent of the bulk density. While the binding enthalpy is 

approximately symmetric around the minimum volume with little skew from the pV term, the 

work function is monotonically increasing with decreasing density. This results in the overall 
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binding energy and thus evaporation field decreasing as a function of decreasing density, in 

agreement with our experimental finding. Thus, we find that it is the density dependence of 

the local work function that ultimately causes the artifact of higher observed densities in APT 

for lower-density material. This modeling prediction can be further validated by looking at 

the charge state ratios of the evaporating ions. 

In order to determine the dependence of the charge-state ratio on density for an ion species 

with charges n and m, we start from the density-dependent activation energy for field 

evaporation for the two charge states in the presence of the field, which is given by (Müller 

1956):  

 Qn+ F, r( ) =Hb r( ) + In+ -nf r( ) -
n3e3F

4pe0

. (2) 

Due to the limitations of image hump model, we examine here if it is sufficient for our 

purposes and describes the barrier dependence on field reasonably well in the range where the 

barrier disappears, i.e., where field evaporation happens. For that, we plot in Figure 4 the 

results from (Sanchez 2004), along with barrier vs. field derived from the image hump model 

(Eq. 2) using the barrier value of 3.6 eV for F = 0, i.e. Q1+ F( ) =Q1+

Sanchez F = 0( ) -
n3e3F

4pe0
. 

Evaporation happens where the barrier disappears, i.e. for fields around 19 V/nm. As can be 

seen, the value for the evaporation field, as well as the slope of barrier vs. field, show rather 

good agreement between image-hump prediction and directly calculated values. Thus, 

independently of if this agreement is physical or fortuituous, it means that Eq. (2) along with 

Eq. (1) in the main text provide a model to derive the dependence of zero-barrier evaporation 

fields on density.
 

Since the evaporation rates rn+ can be assumed to follow an Arrhenius behavior,  
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 rn+ F, r( ) = r0 exp -
Qn+ F, r( )
kT

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷, (3) 

the change in evaporation rate ratio with density is given by 

 
rn+ F,r( )
rm+ F, r( )

= exp -
Qn+ F, r( ) -Qm+ F,r( )

kT

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷, (4) 

assuming that the dependence of the prefactor on density can be neglected, which has been 

shown previously to be a good approximation for bulk-activated processes (Laudon 2001). 

Since the density-dependence of the work function dominates that of the binding enthalpy 

(Figure 4), the overall relative change in charge-state ratio for two densities 1 and 2 is then 

given by the density-dependence of the work function, 

 Rn+ m+ r1, r2( ) =
rn+ F,r1( )
rm+ F,r1( )

é

ë
ê
ê

ù

û
ú
ú

rn+ F,r2( )
rm+ F,r2( )

é

ë
ê
ê

ù

û
ú
ú
= exp n-m( )

f r1( ) -f r2( )
kT

é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú . (5) 

If we assume that the increase in work function of +6.8 meV for 3% density decrease 

calculated for Al is typical and that the evaporation temperature is in the range of 25 to 90 K, 

we would expect an increase in the charge state ratio of ~0.04 to 0.4. The experimentally 

measured Zr
2+

/Zr
3
 ratio is enhanced by ~20% within the shear band compared to the matrix 

(Figure 2(d)), which is of similar order of magnitude. The lowered evaporation field leads to 

increased evaporation rate locally, which manifests itself as a dip in the specimen surface and 

thus locally focused ion trajectories with adjacent matrix atoms projected into the same 

region of the detector as the shear band atoms. However, if properly exploited, the presence 

of such an artifact is not detrimental to APT analysis, but rather a powerful imaging tool as 

demonstrated by the present study.   

Material microstructure and properties 
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Without exception, all visible shear bands either terminate at the matrix/dendrite interface or 

at other shear bands. No evidence could be found of shear bands originating or terminating 

within the glass matrix. This suggests that processes occurring at the glass/crystalline 

interface initiate shear bands in the glass, rather than structural inhomogeneities within the 

glass itself.  Furthermore, the observations suggest that localized slip activity within the 

crystalline phase and associated interfacial steps are coupled with shear band nucleation, 

propagation and linking of the slip planes from one dendrite arm to another. A range of step 

heights linking dislocation channels in the dendrites with shear bands in the glass was 

observed. Where significant deformation had taken place, the shear bands are all connected 

with 20-50 nm (~50-150 Burgers vector lengths) or higher steps at the matrix/dendrite 

interface (Figure 1(a)). In Figure 1(b), the interfacial steps are significantly smaller (< 10 

nm), which agrees well with the APT reconstructions in Figure 5. In both dendrites in Figure 

1(b), dislocation channels are also visible where the shear bands initiated or terminated. 

While slip in the crystalline phase is not visible in the APT data in Figure 5, close 

examination of the Be distribution shows Be segregation in a plane parallel to the shear 

direction in the dendrite, presumably decorating a dislocation channel.  

The APT data show a denser and more complex distribution of shear bands that would not be 

visible from the TEM thin foils due to tilting requirements. In fact, the shear steps shown in 

Figure 5 are not parallel to each other but rather offset, which may be indicative of the slip 

system involved in deformation of the crystalline dendrite phase.  

The observed deformed structures make the suggestion that in the BMGMCs studied, shear 

band formation is triggered by strong stress localization at the dendrite/glass interface, rather 

than from STZ-type matrix inhomogeneities. It is not the step at the interface that nucleates 

the shear band, but instead the formation of the shear band that produces the step through a 
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coordinated process over a short time period, as further demonstrated elsewhere using 

detailed micromechanical modeling (Gibbons, 2016). Once a sufficient amount of free 

volume has accumulated along some path through the matrix, and the stress along this path is 

relatively high due to the irregular microstructure and accumulation of strain at the interface, 

the conditions are ripe for rapid shear localization in the form of a shear band. The shear band 

rapidly propagates across the amorphous matrix terminating at another dendrite. Further 

propagation of the shear band across multiple dendrites is blocked by the activation of 

multiple slip systems in the dendritic regions; blunting the intense shear localization. 

Furthermore, structural inhomogeneities and shear transformation zones in the glass, which in 

the absence of such externally (dendrite) driven stress localization control shear band 

formation, seem to play less of a role for strain localization in the amorphous phase of 

BMGMCs. Following, the ductility of BMGMCs may be further improved by incorporating 

or engineering dendritic phases that can better dissipate large shear localizations through 

mechanisms such as micro-twinning or stress-driven martensitic transformations, as 

previously observed in select BMGC systems (Oh 2011).  

Conclusions 

We illustrate a 3D characterization method for shear bands in metallic glasses based on atom 

probe tomography. By accompanying STEM imaging and DFT calculations the apparent 

enhanced density, a technique artifact, is explained by an increase in the local work function 

that lowers the local evaporation field. This method allows full characterization of the shear 

band structures, which we have examined for a Ti48Zr20V12Cu5Be15 BMGMC.  
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: HAADF STEM images of shear bands in metallic glass matrix and 

corresponding shear steps on dendrite interfaces. The shear bands are observed to 

bend, branch, and intersect with other shear bands as they propagate from one 

dendrite arm to an adjacent arm. In b) the shear beans are decorated with red dots 

to depict the branching. The shear bands begin and terminate at shear steps on the 

dendrite interface. 
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Figure 2: (a) APT reconstructions containing multiple shear bands. The interface 

between both phases is marked by a 34 at% Ti iso-concentration surface (red). 15% 

of the atoms with a local density greater than 90 at/nm3 are shown by blue. (b) 1D 

Profile taken across representative shear band detected by APT. No significant 

concentration variation is detected between the SB and the matrix (b), but an 

increase in both reconstructed density (b) and Zr 2+/3+ charge state ratio (d) are 

observed within the shear band. 
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Figure 3: Dependence of the ion binding energy for Al+ and its components on the 

density in bulk Al as calculated by DFT. This shows that the evaporation field which 

is proportional to the square of the binding energy will decrease with decreasing 

density. 
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Figure 4: Barrier height vs. field, values from Ref. (Sanchez 2004) + image hump 

model for which the thermodynamic term is taken from Sanchez’ value for zero field. 
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Figure 5: APT reconstruction showing shear bands terminating at the dendrite 

interface. (a) and (b) are rotated views of the same tip showing two shear steps at 

the interface. (c) is a top-down view of the 42% Ti isoconcentration surface showing 

both interface steps. (d) shows the partitioning map of Be across the dendrite-glass 

interface, which appears to segregate to the shear band near the step in the dendrite 

(c).  

 

 


